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Churchman's mission. A large benzine box in the back-
seat seemed to strike a familiar note. I turned it over, and
I am afraid that I was blasphemous. " Goodness gracious/*
said I, " those are the Gospels brought back from Dessye
because I thought they were benzine." " Yes/5 said
Buxton doggedly, " you couldn't get them through to head-
quarters then, so I'm going to present them to the Emperor
now." He added that he wanted to ask the Emperor's
permission to do another Gospel into Amharic : Mark,
I reckon it was, but I was too stupefied by Buxton's single-
ness of purpose in the crisis to make sure.
All the Ministers were beside the Empress's pavilion at
the Little Palace. In heavy silence Igezu sat on a chair
outside, in the portico. Little Sirak Herrouy, wearing an
overcoat and a B.N.G. muffler against his asthma, leant
against a pillar : George, his brother, of Trinity College,
Cambridge, in riding breeches, against another. Both
waiting silent. Dr. Martin's sons were there, in khaki,
their motor bicycles parked in the yard outside. Mischa
BabitchefF stood alongside, rather pale, with Ayenna Birru
in a British warm : Ayenna Birru, the young Wallega
mining engineer, trained at the Camborne School of
Mines, who had constructed for the Emperor the road
surveyed by Bietry. All the little boys who had camped
with him to learn road-making, had been blown to bits by
bombs, or died of exhaustion in the retreat. Spencer
waited with Tasfai, who looked bored. All the young
Ethiopians stood around, waiting, doing nothing, talking
very little.
Suddenly everyone stiffened. One of the two doors in
the pavilion opened. Palace servants, bare-footed and
their shammas drawn over the sword-arm, ran out to clear
the porch. The Emperor followed.
He was dressed in khaki as a general. His aspect froze
my blood. Vigour had left the face, and as he walked
forward he did not seem to know where he was putting his
feet. His body was crumpled up, his shoulders drooped :
the orders on his tunic concealed a hollow, not a chest.
I did not know it then, but later I learned that the
chiefs whom he had ordered out, some of whose troops had
cheered the very order, refused to go.

